
COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA FOUNDATION REQUIREMENTS

Student ______________________________  SID _______________  Start Quarter ______________


Student must propose a plan within their first two quarters as to how they will complete these 
requirements. Plans should be determined in consultation with your advisor and the Graduate Director. 
This form, with approval from the Grad Director, must be returned to Graduate Advising before the 
degree will be awarded (MS students) or advancement to candidacy processed (PhD students).

PROPOSED PLAN

The proposed plan is approved: _________________________________  _____________ 
          CMPM Graduate Director	 	      Date 

APPROVED PLAN 

Foundation requirements met: _________________________________  _____________ 
          CMPM Graduate Director	 	      Date 

Foundation Area Describe how you plan to meet each requirement, i.e. through 
coursework, project, or another method.

Programming 

Core and advanced 
programming

Media Creation 

Design and studio 
knowledge

Interpretation 

Interpretive and 
critical thinking skills

Foundation Area Describe how you plan to meet each requirement, i.e. through 
coursework, project, or another method.

Programming 

Core and advanced 
programming

      I completed the plan previously proposed.

      I completed the requirement a different way than proposed (explain below):


Media Creation 

Design and studio 
knowledge

      I completed the plan previously proposed.

      I completed the requirement a different way than proposed (explain below):


Interpretation 

Interpretive and 
critical thinking skills

      I completed the plan previously proposed.

      I completed the requirement a different way than proposed (explain below):


Return form to Graduate Advising at E2-595 or via email to thkgordo@ucsc.edu
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